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We are still in times of Mercy. We are still in times of definition.

The planetary purification that starts to expand is a sign sent by the Universe so that the children of
God may open their eyes and listen to His Call while there is still time.

May the tepid of heart renounce to their conveniences and weaknesses in order to make of prayer,
service, and absolute surrender, the meaning for their existence.

There is still time, children, for those who squeeze their eyes shut not to see the truth - and who do
not want to grow as these times demand from all of humanity - to define themselves and say "yes"
to the Plans of God.

The purification of the planet shows that you are no longer apprentices, and that you are no longer
studying for the test that will come one day. The test is already before you and the clock hands of
this world are already marking the last seconds of the time of Earth.

Do not get confused: affirm yourselves in your own surrender and definition. Affirm yourselves as
soldiers of peace and forgiveness. No longer wait for the response of others to be able to grow. Do
not wait for the chaos of the world to precipitate itself upon your houses and lives, because
humanity is only one and everything your brothers and sisters live, in the four corners of the planet,
is a responsibility of all.

Therefore, take your orandios, rosaries and beads of all religions! May every true heart unite to
God, as each one recognizes Him, because it will be up to the Father to unite His children in His
Most Sacred Heart.

Children, there is no longer any silence that can hide the clamor of souls and of the Kingdoms of
Nature. Be conscious that something larger and more important than your lives and your problems
is happening now in the world.

Clamor for peace, act for peace, propagate and live peace.

Clamor for the Kingdoms, love the Kingdoms, serve and rescue, on all levels, the spirit of Nature,
because Life comes from the Kingdoms, which are the true tireless and eternal servers of the
Creator and of His Laws.

Sow peace and act for peace. Propagate the Divine Mercy with your lives.

For the awakening of the souls in this time of transition,

Your Father and Companion,

The Most Chaste Saint Joseph


